**SAND ART SPECTACULAR**
Create super cool sand art designs on the ocean floor.

**DEEP SEA FOLLOW ME**
This underwater game will help children with listening skills and following clues.

**REEFTOWN ROCK ADVENTURE**
Visit Reeftown with Splash and Bubbles to create your very own ocean.

**CORAL REEF CAMOUFLAGE**
Travel with Cat and friends to learn how sea creatures disguise themselves from prey by changing shape, size and color.

**MAKE AN OCEAN ECOSYSTEM DESSERT**
Try this cool recipe and make an edible ecosystem.

**FOOD ART: UNDER THE SEA SNACK**
Make a fruity under the sea snack with your favorite fruits and veggies.

**A VISIT TO THE AQUARIUM**
Take a virtual trip to the Monterey Bay Aquarium and observe underwater life.
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**LET'S EXPLORE!**

**MORE!**
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